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In these demanding times, when we refer to
climate, energy, and many other areas, railways
have been given exceptional attention in the
infrastructure policy of the European Union
since, as is generally known, it is the most
environmentally friendly form of transportation.
Actually, the European rail network is considered
the backbone of the envisaged European mobility
network.
In line with this, our efforts are focused on
intensively raising the level of quality of the
Croatian railway infrastructure, therefore, the
railway sector is the largest user of EU funds in the
transport sector of the Republic of Croatia, with
a maximum EU co-financing rate of 85 percent.
This means that the EU provides 85 percent of
the funds for our projects, which really says a lot
about their importance.
HŽ Infrastruktura, as the railway infrastructure
manager in the Republic of Croatia, accepts its
role in creating a modern transport network
with big plans, but also with moderate optimism.
Namely, it is a fact that during 2021 we were able
to observe changed business circumstances and
changes in the planned dynamics of works and
in our investment projects due to the COVID-19
pandemic. In the meantime, the circumstances on
the European continent are getting even more
complicated.... Despite this, we have the right to
be optimistic.
We already have 23 active projects, some in the
construction phase, some in the design phase,
on the national corridors RH1, RH2, but also on
numerous other sections of the railway network in
the Republic of Croatia... Moreover, in the period
from 2022 to 2026, our planned activities for the
modernization of the railway network continue to
rely to a great extent on grants from EU funds,
so almost 70% of the total planned investments
relate to projects co-financed from EU funds
(more than HRK 11 billion). In addition, we plan to
invest HRK 5 billion in projects aimed at ensuring
the safety and smooth running of railway traffic.
In each of the modernization projects, but also
in the business processes of daily organization
and regulation of railway traffic, its safety has an
exceptional, or it might even be the primary role
and goal. This function is prescribed by a series of
acts, but in addition to the legal framework, there
are also our efforts to further improve the entire
safety management system through continuous

Safety, modernization

analyses of irregular events of various causes
(more in the rest of the Report), monitoring trends
on certain sections and points of our railway
network, and by suitable reaction to them.
In terms of safety, the focus of the general public
is definitely the points where railways and roads
cross, i.e. level crossings. At the end of 2021, we
had a total of 1,498 level crossings on the railway
network in the Republic of Croatia, of which about
60.5 percent were provided with traffic signs
(Andrew’s cross and the “STOP” sign) and visibility
triangle, about 2.8 percent were provided with
mechanical barriers, about 8.5 percent of them
are provided with light and sound signals, and
about 28.2 percent are provided with light
and sound signals and half-barriers. The share
of crossings secured by traffic signs and the
visibility triangle is still relatively large, but with
the implementation of numerous modernization
projects, it is gradually decreasing, and more and
more level crossings are receiving the highest
level of security.
Our two projects are dedicated exclusively
to this goal, i.e., raising the level of security at
crossings, namely: procurement and installation
of equipment for securing 49 level crossings and
one pedestrian crossing over the railway line at
50 locations throughout the Croatian railway
network. The project is worth HRK 73 million
and is financed as part of the World Bank project
“Sustainable Croatian Railways in Europe”. By the
end of 2021 and the beginning of 2022, as part
of that project, 15 level crossings were put into
operation, another 22 of them are in the final
phase, and 13 of them are in the initial phase.
• Securing and modernizing 94 level and road
crossings and one pedestrian crossing with a total
value of HRK 208.7 million, for which 85 percent
co-financing of eligible costs from EU funds
was provided. For 68 level crossings and one
pedestrian crossing, the evaluation of offers for
the execution of works and equipment received
in the public procurement procedure is underway,
while for the remaining 26 level crossings, the
preparation of documentation for the public
procurement procedure is underway.
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• The level crossings covered by these projects
will be equipped with modern signalling and
interlocking devices that use LED technology light
signals and loud sounding bells for the safe flow
of traffic, and half-barriers will also be installed
on the vast majority of them.
However, I would also like to take this opportunity
to remind you that road traffic participants
themselves must show responsibility even at
secured crossings and increase the level of caution
near the railway line, as HŽ Infrastruktura reminds
them with its preventive campaign “The train is
always faster” (see chapter 8).

I hope that this edition will provide readers with
a sufficiently detailed insight into the state of
railway traffic safety in 2021 and into the efforts
of HŽ Infrastruktura to continue positive trends
in the following years in the form of a reduction
in the number of disruptive events on Croatian
railways, as this usually means fewer casualties.
And the human life has no price.

President of HŽ Infrastruktura d.o.o.
Management Board
Ivan Kršić, M. Sc. Civ. Eng.
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Railway infrastructure

HŽ Infrastruktura d.o.o. is a limited liability
company, 100 per cent owned by the Republic of
Croatia and the infrastructure manager in the Republic of Croatia. The network of railway lines is
2,617 kilometres long, out of which 38% of lines
are electrified, and 9.5 % are double-track lines.

Along the HŽ Infrastruktura network, there are
109 tunnels, 543 bridges, 546 official locations
and 1,498 level crossings.
As of December 31, 2021, HŽ Infrastruktura d.o.o.
employed 4,663 people.
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When comparing the 2021 data and the 2016-2020
period average, there was a significant 9.6 %
decrease in irregular events (serious accidents,
accidents and incidents), however, recklessness
of third parties has to be especially mentioned,
which still makes a major part of why irregular
events occur.
In 2021, there were 11 serious accidents, which
makes a decrease of 26.7% as compared to a
5-year average. Four serious accidents occurred
as a consequence of railway vehicles in operation
colliding with persons who crossed the track
negligently, i.e., who moved along the tracks in
places not designed for such purposes, while
six serious accidents occurred at level crossings.
One serious accident was caused by a collision of
freight trains.
In 2021, there were 69 accidents, which makes an
increase of 9.5% as compared to a 5-year average.
Most of these accidents (42%) related to irregular
events at level crossings. There were 29 accidents
(10 at level crossings protected by signalling and
interlocking devices, and 19 at level crossings
protected by road signs).
The total number of fatalities (without suicides)
has decreased by 35% as compared to a 5-year
average, i.e. 10 people died, six of them at level
crossings, and four people came under a train
because they crossed the tracks in places not
designated for such a purpose. As compared to a
5-year average, the number of seriously injured
persons increased by 21.2% (16 seriously injured
persons). In 2020, there were 19 suicides, which is
10% less as compared to a 5-year average. Four
attempted suicides were recorded as well, among
which two ended in serious injuries.

Decrease in irregular events

In 2021, out of 80 serious accidents and accidents,
35 occurred at level crossings, which still remain
black spots according to the place of origin
of irregular events with fatalities and serious
injuries. It should be pointed out that, from a total
of 35 serious accidents/accidents, 13 of them
(37%) occurred at level crossings protected by
signalling and interlocking devices, which further
points to a great lack of discipline among other
traffic participants, primarily road vehicle drivers.
After level crossing accidents, the next group of
irregular events is made up of railway vehicles
in operation colliding with persons crossing the
track negligently, i.e. persons moving across the
tracks in places not designed for such purposes.
In 2021, 10 such events occurred, and on this
occasion, we would like to warn everyone to cross
the tracks in designated places, i.e., not to loiter
or move around the tracks or railway line, because
by doing so, they are putting themselves directly
at risk of possibly experiencing a collision with
a train which can result in serious, mostly fatal
consequences.
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PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS

A level crossing (LC) is a place of intersection of
a railway line or an industrial track and a road
at the same level, and it is a point of high risk
for all traffic participants. It can also include an
intersection of a railway line with a pedestrian
footway or a bicycle lane or other paths that are
meant to be crossed by people, animals, vehicles
or machines. An intersection of a railway line and

another road has to be constructed in such a way
so as to make traffic operations on the railway
line and on another road flow safely, and that the
safety of all traffic participants is guaranteed. On
the railway network of HŽ Infrastruktura, all LCs
and pedestrian crossings (PCs) are marked in one
of the ways prescribed by the law.

5.1. The Number and Protection of LCs and PCs in Croatia
LCs and PCs LCs and PCs protected by an automatic or mechanical device
protected by Mechanical
PZ (MO) + barriers with
SV + ZV
TOTAL
SV + ZV + POL
visibility manual lifting
(MO)
LC + PC
triangle
906

43

127

422

1,498

PPZ (MO) + visibility triangle – road signs and visibility triangle (pass-by boundary markers at
pedestrian crossings)
SV + ZV + POL – light-acoustic signals and half-barriers
SV + ZV (MO) - light-acoustic signals (next to pedestrian crossings and pass-by boundary marker)

5.2. Analysis of Irregular Events at LCs and PCs
SERIOUS ACCIDENTS

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

protected by signalling
and interlocking devices
At
protected by traffic
LCs
signs

0

5

5

3

2

3

2

1

2

2

2

2

0

0

0

1

0

1

2

6

7

6

4

6

pedestrian crossing
Serious accidents total:
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A serious accident is an irregular event in railway
traffic, in which at least one person died, and/or
five or more people suffered serious injuries, and/
or material damages are higher than two million
euros.
In 2021, six serious accidents occurred at level
crossings, i.e., three at level crossings protected

by signalling and interlocking devices, two at
level crossings protected by traffic signs and one
at the pedestrian crossing protected by a pass-by
boundary marker. The number of serious accidents
at LCs has increased by 20 per cent as compared
to a 5-year average.

Serious accidents at LCs and PCs

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Protected by signalling and interlocking devices
Protected by traffic signs
Pedestrian crossing
Serious accidents total
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ACCIDENTS

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

protected by signalling
and interlocking devices
At
protected by traffic
LCs
signs

8

9

5

9

7

10

17

22

24

15

19

19

0

0

1

1

0

0

25

31

30

25

26

29

pedestrian crossing
Total accidents:

An accident is an irregular event in railway
traffic with damaging effects, such as serious
bodily injuries inflicted on up to four people and
material damages which can be estimated at up
to 2 million euros.

In 2020, there were 29 accidents at level crossings,
i.e., 10 at level crossings protected with signalling
and interlocking devices and 19 at level crossings
with traffic signs. As related to a 5-year average,
the number of accidents at level crossings
increased by 5.8 per cent.

Accidents at LCs and PCs

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Protected by signalling and interlocking devices
Protected by traffic signs
Pedestrian crossing
Total accidents at LCs and PCs
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ACCIDENTS AT LEVEL CROSSINGS IN 2021

LENDAVA
MURSKO SREDIŠĆE

PRAGERSKO

M501

M501

VARAŽDIN

GROBELNO

BUDAPEST

ČAKOVEC

SREDIŠĆE

MURAKERESZTUR

KOTORIBA

STRANJE

SLOVENIA

R202

ĐURMANEC
L102
IMENO
KUMROVEC
HARMICA

PECS

DOBOVA

PREŠNICA

L207
M202

ŠKRLJEVO

M502

SISAK

SUNJA

OGULIN

213

KUTINA

OSIJEK

M601

SL. BROD
SL.ŠAMAC
DOBRLJIN

M104

L209

M303

PULA

R105

BRČKO

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

M604
GOSPIĆ
R103

LIČKO
DUGO POLJE

GRAČAC

ZADAR

M605
R103

KNIN
M606
DRNIŠ

ŠIBENIK
ŠIBENIK LUKA

PERKOVIĆ

SPLIT
SARAJEVO
ČAPLJINA
PLOČE

ACCIDENTS AT LEVEL CROSSINGS IN 2021:
FATALITIES
SERIOUS INJURIES
SLIGHT OR NO INJURIES
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SUBOTICA

SERBIA

R104

BOSANSKI
ŠAMAC
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BOGOJEVO
ERDUT

VINKOVCI

M604

M603

M301

NAŠICE
L206

NOVSKA

R102
VOLINJA

OŠTARIJE

M605

R202

S.CAPRAG

MORAVIC

RIJEKA

PAZIN
R101

KARLOVAC

BUZET

M203

R202

L103

RAKITOVEC
R10

MAGYARBOLY

VIROVITICA

DUGO SELO

ZAGREBGK

METLIKA

ILIRSKA
BISTRICA

L203

M101
S.MAROF

LJUBLJANA

KOPRIVNICA

ZABOK

LJUBLJANA

PIVKA

HUNGARY

BUDAPEST

GYEKENYES
BOTOVO

ROGATEC

M304

METKOVIĆ

ŠID

BEOGRAD

5.3. ANALYSIS OF CONSEQUENCES OF IRREGULAR EVENTS AT
LCS AND PCS
FATALITIES

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

protected by signalling
and interlocking devices
At
protected by traffic
signs
LCs

0

6

6

3

2

3

2

1

2

2

2

2

0

0

0

1

0

1

2

7

8

6

4

6

pedestrian crossing
Total fatalities:

Fatalities at LCs and PCs

I n 2021, six people died in railway
accidents at level crossings, of whom three
road vehicle drivers, two pedestrians and
one cyclist.
2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Protected by signalling and interlocking devices
Protected by traffic signs
Pedestrian crossing
Total fatalities at LCs and PCs
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SERIOUSLY INJURED
protected by signalling
and interlocking devices

At
LCs protected by traffic signs
pedestriancrossing
Total seriously injured:

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2

2

1

1

2

3

3

3

4

5

4

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

5

5

6

6

7

Seriously injured at LCs and PCs

In 2021, seven people were seriously

injured in railway accidents at level
crossings, of whom five road vehicle
drivers, one front-seat passenger and
one motorcycle driver.

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Protected by signalling and interlocking devices
Protected by traffic signs
Pedestrian crossing
Seriously injured at LCs and PCs
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5.4. OVERVIEW OF CHARACTERISTIC ACCIDENTS AT LEVEL CROSSINGS

O n April 2, 2021, at 3.53 pm between Pula

• On June 24, 2021, at 3.51 pm, between
Zagreb Borongaj and Sesvete stations, at
Osječka level crossing, protected by light
and audio signalling and half-barriers,
a cyclist came under a passenger train
and died. Eight trains were delayed 227
minutes. The cyclist was responsible for
the accident.

• On April 3, 2021, at 3.43 am between
Đurđenovac and Našice stations, at
79+288 km of the level crossing, protected
by road signs and a visibility triangle, a
road vehicle came under a freight train.
The driver and the front-seat passenger
were seriously injured. Three trains were
delayed 323 minutes. The road vehicle
driver was responsible for the accident.

• On September 16, 2021, at 9.46 pm,
between Slavonski Brod and Sibinj station,
at Slobodnica level crossing, protected
by light and audio signalling and halfbarriers, a pedestrian came under a
freight train and died. Three trains were
delayed 35 minutes. The pedestrian was
responsible for the accident.

and Vodnjan stations, at Vodnjan III level
crossing, protected by road signs and a
visibility triangle, a road vehicle came
under a passenger train. The driver of the
road vehicle died. Five trains were delayed
401 minutes. The road vehicle driver was
responsible for the accident.

• On May 7, 2021, at 8.16 pm, between
Harmica and Savski Marof stations, at Pliva
level crossing, protected by light and audio
signalling and half-barriers, a road vehicle
came under a passenger train. The road
vehicle driver died. Six trains were delayed
424 minutes. The road vehicle driver was
responsible for the accident.

• On October 17, 2021, at 5.58 am, at
Karlovac station, at Obala V. Mažuranića
pedestrian crossing, secured by a pass-by
boundary marker, a pedestrian came under
a passenger train and died. One train was
delayed 116 minutes.

• On July 19, 2021, at 8.29 am, between
Vodnjan and Kanfanar stations, at Stancija
Grgur level crossing, protected by road
signs and a visibility triangle, a road
vehicle came under a passenger train. The
road vehicle driver died. Eight trains were
delayed 729 minutes. The road vehicle
driver was responsible for the accident.

www.hzinfra.hr
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5.5. HALF - BARRIER/BARRIER BREAKAGE
HALF-BARRIER/BARRIER
BREAKAGE

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Number of breakages

447

525

452

435

378

402

Number of half-barrier/barrier breakage

In 2021, there were 402 half-barrier/

barrier breakages at level crossings. Since
half-barriers/barriers at level crossings
were broken immediately prior to passing
of the train for which they were lowered,
every half-barrier/barrier breakage could
have led to an accident. Material damages
to HŽ Infrastruktura due to half-barrier
breakage in 2021 were estimated at HRK
0.46 million.

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Number of half-barrier breakage
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6.1. HARM TO UNAUTHORIZED PERSONS OUTSIDE LCS AND PCS

I n the 2016-2021 period, a series of irregular events occurred (serious accidents and
accidents) as a consequence of reckless behaviour of unauthorized persons crossing the
tracks or moving alongside them in places where this is prohibited, which resulted in
death, serious injuries, suspended train operation and material damages.

TYPE OF IRREGULAR EVENT

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Serious accident

9

13

9

7

5

4

Accident

8

7

1

9

8

6

Collisions total

17

20

10

16

13

10

CONSEQUENCES

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Fatalities

9

13

10

7

5

4

Serious injuries

6

5

1

7

6

4

Suspended traffic (h)

33

25

18

17

26

26

Train delays (min)

8,054

8,061

2,457

7,876

6,027

2,795

Trains cancelled

8

3

3

22

15

7

I n 2021, there were 10 collisions of trains or railway vehicles with persons crossing
the tracks or moving alongside the tracks in places where this is not permitted. In the
mentioned collisions, 4 people died and 4 were severely injured.
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Characteristic Events

O n March 24, 2021, at 9.34 am between

Perković and Unešić stations, an older
male person moving by the tracks came
under the wheels of a passenger train
and suffered serious injuries. Five trains
were delayed 224 minutes. The seriously
injured person caused the accident.
• On April 5, 2021, at 3.08 pm between
Kaštel Stari and Kaštel Sućurac, a younger
male person came under the wheels of a
freight train and died. Seven trains were
delayed 734 minutes. The person who
died caused the accident.

• On May 24, 2021, at 2.50 pm, at Split
station, a male person came under the
wheels of a passenger train and suffered
serious injuries. Three trains were delayed
135 minutes. The person who was injured
was responsible.
• On October 20, 2021, at 11.58 am
between Vladislavci and Đakovo
stations, under the wheels of a vehicle
for infrastructure maintenance, an older
female person died. Three trains were
delayed 445 minutes. The person who
died was responsible.

• On May 10, 2021, at 4.30 pm, between
Velika Gorica and Zagreb Klara station, a
male person died under the wheels of a
freight train. Seven trains were delayed
279 minutes. The person who died was
responsible.

www.hzinfra.hr
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6.2. SUICIDES AND AT TEMPTED SUICIDES
EVENT TYPE

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Suicide

27

21

23

20

13

19

Attempted suicide

3

6

7

2

7

4

Suicides and attempted suicides

I n 2021, there were 19 suicides and four
attempted suicides by leaping under a
train.

2016

2017

2018

Suicide
Attempted suicide
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2019

2020

2021

CONSEQUENCES

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Fatalities

27

21

23

20

13

19

Seriously injured

1

2

2

1

6

2

Suspended traffic
(h)

56

44

54

28

25

45

Train delays (min)

8,097

9,191

12,224

4,873

9,332

10,745

Trains cancelled

21

9

17

12

27
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6.3. IRREGULAR EVENTS AS A RESULT OF TRAIN STONING

EVENT TYPE

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Train stoning

7

7

16

6

11

7

Number of train stonings

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Number of train stonings

www.hzinfra.hr
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CONSEQUENCES

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Teže ozlijeđeno

0

0

0

0

0

0

Lakše ozlijeđeno

1

0

1

0

0

0

Prekid prometa
(h)
Zakašnjenja vlakova
(min)

0

0

0

0

0

0

50

178

165

58

252

227

Otkazano vlakova

0

1

2

2

0

0

Materijalna šteta
(kn)

42,100.00

17,284.55

107,237.10

31,303.20

105,000.00 102,500.00

A rticle 4 of the Ordinance on the Internal Order in Railway Traffic (Official Gazette “Narodne
novine” 95/17 and 57/18) prohibits throwing any objects at railway vehicles and cargo.

Throwing objects at trains is considered an extremely harmful action, which puts in
danger the lives of passengers and railway employees, as well as railway property. In the
2016-2020 period, two persons suffered slight injuries due to train stoning (one railway
employee and one passenger). Material damages were also incurred in the amount of HRK
405,424.85, and train delays were recorded in the total of 930 minutes. Perpetrators of train
stoning were not found in all the cases.
The biggest number of train stoning cases has been recorded on the route between Zagreb
Main Railway Station and Dugo Selo, which is 18 cases out of 54 in total.
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Characteristic events

O n February 1, 2016, at 11.05 am at
Sisak Caprag station, unidentified persons
stoned a railway vehicle for overhead
contact line maintenance and inflicted
light injuries to a railway maintenance
worker.
• On March 14, 2018, at 9.00 pm between
Solin and Split Predgrađe stations,
unidentified persons stoned a passenger
train and at this time a train passenger
suffered light injuries; material damages
on the train were incurred in the amount
of HRK 2,000.00.

• On June 13, 2021, at 5.46 pm, between
Sesvete and Dugo Selo, stations,
unidentified persons stoned a freight train
and incurred material damages on the
train in the amount of HRK 37,500.00.
• On October 2, 2021, at 7.53 pm,
between Sesvete and Dugo Selo, stations,
unidentified persons stoned a passenger
train and incurred material damages on
the train in the amount of HRK 10,000.00.

• On April 20, 2021, at 7.10 pm, between
Zagreb Borongaj and Sesvete stations,
unidentified persons stoned a passenger
train and incurred material damages on
the train in the amount of HRK 20,000.00.
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6.4. IRREGULAR EVENTS DUE TO HIGH VOLTAGE POWER SURGES

Together with previously mentioned irregular events caused by negligent behaviour of
unauthorized persons crossing the tracks or moving next to them in places where this is
prohibited, it is also important to point out irregular events caused by high voltage power
surges. These irregular events do not make up a major share in the total number of irregular
events, but they received special coverage in this brochure due to serious consequences.

TYPE OF
IRREGULAR EVENT

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Serious accident

2

1

2

0

1

0

Accident

5

4

1

0

0

3

Total

7

5

3

0

1

3

CONSEQUENCES

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Fatalities

2

1

2

0

1

0

Serious injuries

5

5

1

0

0

3

In the 2016-2020 period, among 19 recorded irregular events, 17 cases were a

consequence of climbing onto wagons. In one of the cases, the accident occurred while the
person was climbing a catenary support, and in one case when a person was climbing on a
locomotive.
In these irregular events six persons died, and 14 were seriously injured. One person died
and eight people up to 18 years of age were seriously injured. These figures are alarming,
and they require wider social involvement in campaigns organized by schools, parents
and other social factors, such as the police. For a number of years now, HŽ Infrastruktura
representatives have already been visiting schools and carrying out campaigns in which
they familiarize students with the consequences of a power surge.
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Characteristic events

O n January 1, 2021, at 10.32 pm at

Slavonski Brod station, a younger male
suffered serious injuries from a power
surge after climbing onto a freight wagon
and entering the danger zone.
• On August 27, 2021, at 5.50 pm, at
Karlovac station, a minor suffered serious
injuries from a power surge after climbing

onto a freight wagon and entering the
danger zone.
• On October 16, 2021, at 9.50 pm at
Zagreb Marshalling Yard, a male person
suffered serious injuries from a power
surge after climbing a locomotive and
entering the danger zone.

Since the mentioned irregular events keep repeating from one year to the next, it is important
to once more point out several important facts about the consequences of a power surge.

All parts of the overhead contact line
which are regularly energized, as well as all
neutral (unearthed) parts of the OHL, ARE
ALWAYS ENERGIZED!

POWER
SURGE

It is prohibited to approach at a distance
shorter than five meters or touch broken
power lines, bridging feeder or contact lines,
as well as their other parts which have fallen
on the ground or are hanging above it!

It is prohibited to touch any part of the
catenary line, bracket and parts on various
sides of the insulator in the catenary, as well
as other conductors!

It is prohibited to approach catenary
support, i.e. rails of the tracks on which
occurrences are observed or heard which
are not considered normal, such as sparks,
glimmer, cracking or sizzling!

It is prohibited to enter the danger zone, or
approach energized parts of the overhead
contact line at a distance shorter than two
meters!

The public erroneously believes that for an irregular event to occur (a power surge), it is
necessary to touch the energized catenary line, but the truth is that this is a danger zone which
you should not enter for your own safety, and it includes a diameter of up to two meters from
all energized overhead line parts.
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6.5. MARKINGS FOR PROHIBITED ACTIONS, WARNINGS AND
NOTIFICATIONS ON HŽ INFRASTRUKTURA D.O.O. LINES

I n its business operations, HŽ Infrastruktura d.o.o. as the infrastructure manager
-in connection with maintaining internal
order, protecting railway infrastructure and
giving appropriate warnings to unauthorized persons, third persons or passengers
regarding prohibited actions and dangers
on the lines under its management- has a
duty to prescribe the type and appearance
of markings for prohibited actions and
warnings of dangers on the lines for
which it is competent and put them up in
prescribed places, on the basis of a series
of legal regulations, such as the following:
Law on Safety and Interoperability of
the Rail System (OG No. 63/20), Defence
Act (OG No. 73/13, 75/15, 27/16, 110/17,
30/18), Ordinance on Technical Conditions
to be Met by Railway Electric Power Infrastructure Subsystem (Ordinance RH-404,
OG No. 129/10 and 23/11), Ordinance
on Technical Conditions for Railway
Traffic Safety to be Met by Railway Lines
(Ordinance RH-600, OG 128/08), Ordinance
on Internal Order in Railway Traffic
(Ordinance RH-652, OG 95/17 and 57/18)
and Ordinance on Safety Signs (OG No.
91/15, 102/15, 61/16).
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According to their type, markings referring
to prohibited actions and warnings of
dangers on HŽ Infrastruktura d.o.o. lines
are divided into the following:
• Markings prohibiting crossing of rail
lines/tracks and walking on rail tracks
• No trespassing marking and prohibited
unauthorized recording and photographing of facilities
• Train approach danger warning marking
• Power surge danger warning markings
• Power surge danger warning markings
and prohibited climbing on wagons and
catenary support
• Markings with notification for psychological help

MARKINGS PROHIBITING CROSSING OF
RAIL LINES/TRACKS AND WALKING ON
RAIL TRACKS
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Prohibition markings

Prohibition markings shown in the first
seven figures are put up in prescribed
places on an open line, stations and
stops; their purpose is to warn persons
who have an intention of trespassing
on railway lines or track, i.e. walking
without authorization on railway lines,
that these actions are prohibited for
their own safety and rail system safety.
At stations and other official locations,
where international trains stop for the
transport of passengers, i.e., at stations
located in tourist regions, additional
bilingual markings are put up in Croatian
and English (markings like in Figure 2 and
Figure 3).
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At stations and other official locations
serving for the purposes of urban and
suburban passenger transport, at stations
where international passenger trains stop
and at stations located in tourist regions,
markings shown in Figures 5, 6 and 7 are
used as an addition to markings in Figures
1, 2 and 3.

NO TRESPASSING MARKINGS AND
PROHIBITED UNAUTHORIZED RECORDING
AND PHOTOGRAPHING ON THE PREMISES

Prohibition markings shown in Figures 8 and 9 are used to designate buildings important

for the defence of the Republic of Croatia, where access is prohibited to unauthorized
persons, i.e., it is prohibited to record and photograph these buildings. Prohibition markings
shown in Figure 10 are used to designate buildings, rooms and areas, where access is
prohibited to unauthorized persons (certain railway structures).
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TRAIN APPROACH DANGER WARNING
MARKING

W arning marking shown in Figure 11

is put up in stations and other official
locations with the aim of warning railway
staff, passengers and third parties that
they are in an area where they need to
pay special attention while moving due
to a danger of approaching trains or other
railway vehicles (for ex. moving across
platforms and arranged surfaces in the
station area, i.e., in the area of some other
official location).

POWER SURGE WARNING MARKINGS
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MARKING WITH WARNING AGAINST
POWER SURGE DANGER AND PROHIBITED
CLIMBING ON WAGONS AND CATENARY
SUPPORT

W arning markings shown in Figures 12-15

are used in order to warn of dangers due
to power surges. Warning markings shown
in Figure 12 are put up on protective doors
in front of level crossings on electrified
lines and are intended for drivers of
road vehicles, especially freight vehicles.
The same marking is also used to mark
railway power engineering facilities and
structures. The warning marking shown in
Figure 13 is installed onto disconnector
drive casings and terminal cabinets, while
the warning signs in Figures 14 and 15 are
put onto catenary support.

contact line voltage and where
unauthorized climbing onto wagon and
catenary support has been recorded.

Marking shown in Figure 16 warns of

dangers and prohibits unauthorized
persons to take actions shown or
explained in the figure. The mentioned
marking is installed in the area of
electrified stations or other official
locations where wagons are stabled on
tracks, above which there is overhead
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MARKING WITH NOTIFICATION ABOUT
PSYCHOLOGICAL HELP

M arking with notification shown in Figure
17 is put up in areas where there were
frequent cases of suicide or attempted
suicide, with the aim of preventing
them from happening or providing
psychological assistance at the right time.

It should be pointed out that the railway
system is one of the safest systems for the
transport of passengers and goods, but it
also presents a danger for third parties,
unauthorized persons, as well as for
passengers because of its infrastructure
subsystems and railway vehicles, if they
do not abide by the prescribed rules
on allowed movement and manner of
conduct in the railway area. With the aim
of prevention and providing information
on prohibited actions, as well as warnings
of various dangers all across the railway
area, these markings will be put up, since
observing the prescribed bans, warnings
and notifications is a common interest.
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07 THEFTS OF RAIL PROPERTY IN

		 CROATIA
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THEFTS

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Number of thefts

107

71

69

59

13

7

Estimated material
damages (HRK)

HRK 1.4
million

HRK 0.7
million

HRK 0.5
million

HRK 0.13
million

HRK 0.06
million

HRK 0.03
million

In the 2016-2021 period, there was a total of 326 recorded thefts, and in 2021, there were 7
thefts. In 2021, all thefts related to copper cables.
Estimated material damages in the 2016-2021 period amounted to HRK 2.82 million, and in
2021, this was HRK 0.03 million.
Besides significant material damages, thefts cause great irregularities in traffic operations and
train delays.

Estimated material damages in HRK
million

Number of thefts
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Number of thefts
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2019

2020

2021

Estimated material damages in HRK million

THEFTS OF RAIL PROPERTY IN CROATIA

LENDAVA
MURSKO SREDIŠĆE

PRAGERSKO

M501

VARAŽDIN

GROBELNO

BUDAPEST

ČAKOVEC

SREDIŠĆE

MURAKERESZTUR

KOTORIBA

BUDAPEST
GYEKENYES
BOTOVO

ROGATEC

STRANJE

SLOVENIA

LJUBLJANA

R202

ĐURMANEC
L102
IMENO
KUMROVEC
HARMICA

KOPRIVNICA
PECS

ZABOK

DOBOVA

PREŠNICA

L208

METLIKA

M202
M104

KARLOVAC

MORAVICE

RAKITOVEC

SISAK

R202
KUTINA

BOGOJEVO

OSIJEK

NAŠICE

S.CAPRAG

M502

OGULIN

RIJEKA

SERBIA

OŠTARIJE

M605

PAZIN

L105
M603

M303

BOSANSKI NOVI

M105

SL.ŠAMAC

DOBRLJIN

PULA

M601

SL. BROD

R102
VOLINJA

M604

L215

VINKOVCI

L207

NOVSKA

SUNJA

SUBOTICA

ERDUT

ŠKRLJEVO

BUZET

R101

VIROVITICA

DUGO SELO

ZAGREB GK

MAGYARBOLY

R202

M301

PIVKA
ILIRSKA
BISTRICA

R101

L204

S.MAROF M101

LJUBLJANA

HUNGARY

BOSANSKI
ŠAMAC

SARAJEVO

R105

ŠID

BEOGRAD

BRČKO

BANOVIĆI
M604

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

GOSPIĆ
R103

LIČKO
DUGO POLJE

GRAČAC

ZADAR

M605
R103

M606

KNIN
M606
DRNIŠ

ŠIBENIK
ŠIBENIK LUKA

PERKOVIĆ
M606
L218

SPLIT

SARAJEVO

ČAPLJINA
PLOČE

M304

METKOVIĆ

Places with the biggest number of
thefts in 2021
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08 EDUCATING THE PUBLIC
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8.1. “THE TRAIN IS ALWAYS FASTER”
CAMPAIGN AND ILCAD

I n 2000, Croatian Railways launched a

preventive and educational campaign “The
Train is Always Faster”, which was meant
for children. The aim was to teach children
how to behave next to the railway line,
what are all the dangers of playing on
the railway line and crossing the tracks;
however, given that most of the victims in
road traffic at level crossings are drivers,
HŽ Infrastruktura d.o.o. dedicated a special
campaign to road vehicle drivers within
the scope of the whole campaign. Despite
constant investments in devices to secure
level crossings, accidents continue to occur.
These are accidents which are caused in 99
percent of cases by reckless road vehicle
drivers. According to the existing signalling,
the train always has an advantage.
Therefore, it is possible to say that a road
vehicle went under the wheels of a train
or even collided with it, and not the other
way around (that the train collided with a
motor vehicle).
Objectives of education
By obtaining a driver’s license, drivers
also learn all the rules of how to safely
cross the railway line. Nevertheless,
accidents occur at intersections of road
and railway. When it comes to working
with drivers, the purpose of the campaign
is to awaken/ renew awareness of one’s
own responsibility and emphasize the need
to observe traffic signs and regulations.
Participation in traffic with attention and
care is the main prerequisite for safety.
With the help of the police, warning
campaigns are being carried out at
level crossings. During a conversation,
drivers are warned about how important
careful driving is, as well as about various
distractions that significantly reduce
the level of concentration. One of major
problems is using a mobile phone, even

“The Train is Always Faster”,
education, prevention

writing text messages while driving. The
causes of an accident can be both haste
and impatience.
When it comes to children, “The Train is
Always Faster” campaign is held at primary
schools and includes workshops aimed
at introducing children to the risks and
rules of conduct, and checking if they have
understood the following:
- that level crossings are safe if used in
compliance with prescribed rules
- that there are three main types of risks:
• Mistake of traffic participant
• Deliberate non-observance of traffic
signs
• Reduced level of concentration due
to use of earphones and mobile 		
phones in traffic.
During the workshops, the following is
attempted:
• warn of other undesirable and
dangerous behaviours, such as
playing on the track and along the
track, climbing wagons or throwing
stones at trains
• warn of possible technical failures
because, although this is very rare, 		
technical failures are also possible on
the equipment of level crossings and
caution is always necessary.
• warn children in an appropriate way
about the consequences of improper
crossing of level crossings
• influence children to share their new
knowledge about the dangers of crossing
level crossings with family and friends,
in order to repeat to themselves what
they have heard about, but also to spread
the message that caution is
necessary.
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The International Level Crossing
Awareness Day and the Course of
Workshops

S ince 2011, the educational and
preventive “The Train is Always Faster”
campaign is part of the international ILCAD
campaign. It is an English abbreviation
that marks the International Level Crossing
Awareness Day. Since all railways in the
world have a problem with safety and
accidents at level crossings, the aim of
this international campaign is to warn of
the importance of one’s own responsibility
and to raise the level of awareness of the
dangers at level crossings. In line with this,
it was completely logical for the “Train is
Always Faster” campaign to join ILCAD.
1. Predgovor
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8.2. EDUCATION AT ELEMENTARY
SCHOOLS

“The Train is Always Faster” campaign
targets the following particularly important
groups of children:
- Children living near railway lines
- Children crossing the tracks daily on their
way to school
- Children who, at the beginning of their
secondary school education, travel alone
more often and cross the tracks and city
roads.
The course of workshops
The course of workshops mainly depends
on the interaction with children and how
active they are, their experiences and age.
The basic work programme with children is
as follows:
- Introduction of HŽ Infrastruktura teams
- Short overview of how the railway
has developed and its influence on the
development of the economy
- Familiarization with railway professions
- Explanation and definition of the term
level crossing
- Asking a round of questions, such as the
following:
• How do you go to school? (On foot, by
bike….)
• Do you have to cross the road on your
way to school?
• Do you have to cross the tracks on your
way to school?
• What is the safe way to cross the road/
tracks?
• In which place is it safe to cross the
railway tracks?
- Pupils are instructed to observe traffic
signs and safety
- Special attention is given to dangerous
and undesirable behaviour:
• Climbing on wagons and power surge
consequences
• Climbing on overhead contact line
bearing structures
• Playing on the tracks or next to them
• Movement on the tracks or just next to
them
• Throwing objects (stones) at trains
• Wearing earphones and use of mobile
phones in traffic.

“Create, Don’t Destroy”

S ince 2013, at the same time as “The

Train is Always Faster” campaign, the
“Create, Don’t Destroy“ campaign has been
carried out. The aim of this campaign is to
encourage older elementary school pupils
how to treat public property properly, make
them aware of the problems connected
with vandalism and damages which arise
by such undesirable behaviour.
Pupils taking part in debate workshops
are encouraged to express their critical
opinion and creative ways of reducing
the number of cases of destructive
actions by their peers. The main goal is
to make them aware of the condition
and degree of damages to public spaces
and to encourage them not to approve of
their destruction. It is also important to
point out that everyone can contribute
to the conservation and improvement of
public spaces and with their own positive
example influence others from their
surroundings.
Direct communication with children
enables concrete target groups to be
reached and is much more effective than
advertising in the media. Of course, the
media should be used through PR activities
and even for advertising, but the problem
is that the media are congested with
advertisements, but also with texts that
take away the space and interest of readers
or viewers. Unfortunately, media attention
is focused on the issue of level crossing
safety only when an accident occurs.
According to the average coverage from
previous years, in 2021 it was planned to
include up to 1,500 pupils in educational
and preventive campaigns at primary
schools and about 500 traffic participants
(drivers, cyclists and pedestrians), who

move daily along level crossings and in the
railway environment.

H owever, 2021 was, the same as 2020, the

year was marked by limited activity due to
anti-pandemic measures. Two campaigns
were held at level crossings: one at Sunja
level crossings and the other at Sesvete PP Sljeme station level crossings, organized
on June 10, 2021, on the occasion of the
International Level Crossing Awareness
Day. Campaigns were held in accordance
with epidemiological measures.
In an effort to adapt “The train is always
faster” campaign to the serious limitations
when it comes to holding workshops in
schools, materials suitable for holding
online workshops in schools have been
prepared. Two such workshops were held
at Fran Galović Primary School in Zagreb.
However, in the autumn, with the beginning
of the new school year, we received clear
signals from schools that children are tired
of online classes and that it is better to
wait for the time when it will be possible
to physically hold workshops as part of
“The train is always faster” campaign.

I n order to compensate for the lack of

holding workshops in schools, during
2021, HŽ Infrastruktura d.o.o. intensified
its activities through the media. Numerous
articles have been published on various
internet portals. Series of already produced
feature and animated videos is used
on all available media: from television,
through portals to social networks. These
educational videos are also published on
the website of HŽ Infrastruktura d.o.o.,
where they are permanently available.
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“A House by the Railway“

In view of the mentioned limitations,
the team implementing the campaign
focused on preparations for the situation
when schools will open for workshops
to be held physically. In September, the
second edition of the book “A House by
the Railway” was printed, and a colouring
book based on the book “A House by
the Railway” was also printed. For the
needs of the Facebook page “The train
is always faster” and publications in the
media, new visual solutions are created
and existing ones are adapted. “The Train
is Aways Faster” Facebook page offers
informal communication, and among other
things, fun characters and heroes, so the
educational content becomes close to
users and sends an easy-to-remember
message.

I n 2021, almost 1,400 articles and

contributions about HŽ Infrastruktura
were published, of which 57 percent
were positive, 34 percent neutral, and 10
percent negative. Although the dominant
topics were modernization, investments
in railway infrastructure and co-financing
from EU funds, there are also very frequent
articles/features about accidents on the
tracks or within the railway infrastructure,
in which, it should be pointed out, correct
journalistic reporting is crucial. Namely,
the reflection of such events in the public
is usually that the railway is to blame for
them, although, for example, in almost
99 percent of cases, accidents at level
crossings with fatal consequences are
caused by the recklessness of road vehicle
drivers. An example of this is the wording
in the accident reports that the train
collided with a road vehicle, although
according to the existing signalling, the
train always has the right of way. So, let us
repeat that it is only possible to talk about
the fact that the road vehicle came under
the train or even collided with it.
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8.3. SAFETY AND THE MEDIA

In today’s information age, when the public
is daily bombarded with a multitude of
media content, it is extremely difficult
to reach the target public with positive
content. Our target audience is the general
population with a special emphasis
on road traffic drivers and the younger
population. Therefore, in addition to
today’s usual communication channels,
such as HŽ Infrastruktura website with
a lot of educational content presented
in an interesting way (e.g.: Safety starts
with you) and the Facebook page of the
widely known educational and preventive
campaign “The train is always faster”,
in increasing the visibility of primarily
educational content related to safety
within the railway area, are very important
as support and cooperation of the media.
Namely, these are topics of public interest
and ultimately contribute to the media’s
social responsibility.
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